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Marijuana enhances our mind in a way that enables us to take a different perspective from ‘high up’, to see and evaluate our own lives  
and the lives of others in a privileged way. Maybe this euphoric and elevating feeling of the ability to step outside the box and to look at 

life’s patterns from this high perspective is the inspiration behind the slang term “high” itself.
 Sebastian Marincolo
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support the illegal use of any of the products or services mentioned within 
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All material presented within is intended for entertainment purposes only 
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With the sheer number of vendors and cannabis 
enthusiasts expected to be in attendance - this 
final Lift Expo of the 2016 season holds great 
promise for our entire industry. A place to con-
nect with peers and to find out about all kinds of 
new cannabis related products and services and 
equipment. Definitely one of the more exciting 
parts of the season for us.

I would also like to take the opportunity in this 
editorial to address crime and corruption in our 
cannabis community. As I watch, weekly, the on-
going raids across the country of our local med-
ical marijuana dispensaries - it makes me sad to 
see local law enforcement agencies and the courts 
putting so many of my friends, associates and co-
workers into custody and into the court system.

What makes us even angrier however, is that 
despite the raids, we still see so much crime and 
corruption within our industry. Now we see quite 
a few fantastic places out there and this is not re-
flective of the entire industry but we also see a 
number of “less than ethical” dispensaries and 
related cannabis manufacturers that seem like 
they are just pretending to be medically based 
in order to allow them some sense of legitimacy 

they continue to operate out in the open while 
community minded business owners with a  
focus on self regulatory behaviour are being  
targeted by the police and the court system  
instead. This seems tremendously unfair.

I could tell you about the 10 cannabis related 
guest speakers who were booked to come in 
and speak at Cloudfest and how not a single 
one of them was allowed to speak. I could tell 
you about the High! Canada Si Bannaca after 
party venue we rented off the organizers of 
Cloudfest that ended in ruin when the owner 
of the booked Remix lounge showed up in 
anger and total disbelief as the organizers of 
the Cloudfest event had not told him what 
kind of party was being held (even though it 
was written in six inch letters above the main 
door). 

The owner felt he had not given permission 
for us to hold a cannabis related party at his 
venue. I could also tell you that as a result - 
the after party was shut down after a few 
scant hours to the extreme displeasure of 
vendors and guests as well as the competi-
tors in our extraction showdown... As much 
as this was out of our control - the event re-
minded us that we are no where near in the 
clear in terms of acceptance and integration 
into public spectrum. In fact it showed us 
how far we still have to come.

Not ones to focus too much on the downside 
of an event like this - needless to say - we 
picked ourselves back up and have moved 
onto our next event in Vancouver which just 
happens to be the Lift Expo.

EDITORIAL

Cy Williams
@cyriljwilliams on Twitter
@cyriljameswilliams on Instagram
Contemporary visual artist, cannabis 
advocate, cultural visionary, father, friend, 
lover, brother, son, herder of cats, uncle, 
rebel leader, publisher and mortal enemy

photo by Tweedledoob 

If Cannabis is going to succeed as a viable treatment option for  
Canadians who need it medicinally and even as a recreational option 

for Canada then we need to see some changes and we need  
to see changes starting now. 

There are many things to talk 
about in this month’s editorial. 
I could talk about the shameful 
debacle that was the Cloudfest 

Expo in Toronto a few weeks ago.
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If Cannabis is going to succeed as a viable treat-
ment option for Canadians who need it me-
dicinally and even as a recreational option for  
Canada then we need to see some changes and 
we need to see changes starting now. 

We need to see an end to unregulated and unli-
censed cannabis dispensaries opening up across 
Canada. We need to work on testing across the 
board for companies that produce cannabis-re-
lated products like shatters and oils and edibles. 
We need to continue to license and regulate in 
order to maintain a higher quality of product 
across-the-board. Collectively, we as a cannabis 
community need to stop working with croups 
that we know for a fact are criminals, or involved 
in organized crime. Just because we all work in 
the Cannabis field doesn’t mean we’re all friends 
and just because we all work in the Cannabis 
field doesn’t mean we’re all good people either- 
although there do appear to be more good than 
bad. There are however, more than a few shady 
companies and shady individuals who work in 
the Canadian cannabis market who are more 
than willing to separate you from your hard 
earned money.

This is a community that has existed in the 
shadows and in the streets and in the back al-
leys all across Canada for generations. We have 
sold and bought our beloved cannabis product 
right next to dealers who have bought and sold 
heroin, cocaine, and countless other recreation-
al drugs. There are a number of people in the 
cannabis community who would like to take 
advantage of Joe and Jane Public and sell them 
cannabis at non-compassionate prices, perhaps 
charge them thousands of dollars for a cannabis 
prescription, or even promise to grow for them 
in the coming months for some ridiculous fee.

It’s important that we as a cannabis commu-
nity work at bringing out the best our com-
munity has to offer - in terms of people who 
work within the industry, in terms of proper 
licensed dispensary models and self regulato-
ry behaviour across the board. Let’s work on 
moving towards this bright future that the Ca-
nadian Cannabis market holds with the best of 
intentions. Let’s honour the men and women 
who have come before us to fight for this new 
Cannabis future that we see unfolding around 
us and let’s move forward with integrity and 
morality and with the sense that we are doing 
the very best thing for our country by fighting 
for the legalization of cannabis in Canada. Let’s 
do it with intent and let’s do it right Canada!

Cy Williams
Publisher, High! Canada
www.highcanada.net
editor@highcanada.net
@high.canada on Instagram    
@CanadaHigh on Twitter

Free digital downloads of all our 
issues available online at 
www.highcanada.net.

It makes me sad to see local law  
enforcement agencies and the courts 

putting so many of my friends,  
associates and coworkers into custody 

and into the court system        

This is a community that has existed  
in the shadows and in the streets and  
in the back alleys all across Canada  

for generations. 



Several classes of compounds that have been iden-
tified within the cannabis plant include the famil-
iar cannabinoids but also terpenes and flavonoids 
that are not only present in, but characteristic of 
many other plants. These terpenes interact with 
cannabinoids to modulate the psychoactive expe-
rience in what’s called the entourage effect, and is 
becoming an area of interest for medical scientists 
studying the endocannabinoid system and the 
benefits of differing ratios of terpenes to canna-
binoids.

Cannabis is unique in that it expresses a com-
plex variety of flavours, scents, and psychoactive 
effects which are all modulated by each strain’s 
unique chemotypic and genetic profile. This works 
through cannabis possessing different recessive 
and dominant genetic alleles from the mother 
and father plant that when combined give rise 

to the unique terpene profile like Super Lemon 
Haze (lemony), Bubba Kush (musky), or as the 
name suggests Diesel (Pungent). A good analo-
gy would be a child’s blue eyes being the result of 
two recessive alleles coming together, one from 
each parent, while brown eyes requiring only one 
dominant allele from either parent to produce 
its colour. Collaborations between scientists and 
breeders work to uncover the relationship be-
tween the genotype, phenotype, and alleles that 
contribute to different genes within strains of 
cannabis to produce the unique profiles useful for 
both medical and recreational purposes.

Terpenes are utilized in many industries includ-
ing flavouring, solvents, cleaning agents, and 
insecticides that are widely studied. Some may 
cringe at the thought of the same chemicals in 
cannabis used as cleaning agents, however this 

Whenever we talk about cannabis buds, concentrates, and edibles the discussion 
about quality usually centres around cannabinoid content, focusing on THC (∆-9 
Tetrahydrocannabinol) and CBD (Cannabidiol). Many seasoned cannabis users 
may know cannabinoids are not the only important class of chemicals produced in 
the plant. As prohibition weakens and legalization creeps forward, research into the 
chemical composition of cannabis is becoming more widespread, especially in coun-
tries and states that have comprehensive medical cannabis programs. 
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speaks to the versatility in chemicals that are 
naturally produced by plants and have char-
acteristics and traits useful in other industries. 
Terpenes are used by plants as both a defense 
mechanism and to attract insects, the Venus fly 
trap would be a good example of a carnivorous 
plant using fragrances including terpenes to at-
tract insects for food.

α-Pinene is a great example of the terpene ex-
pressed in the needles of pine trees and is the 
typical smell associated with Jack Herer, a well 
known sativa that promotes focus, alertness, eu-
phoria, and an uplifted mood for most that are 
seeking these effects. It is also reported to be a 
bronchodilator working in synergy with THC. 
Terpenes like pinene take part in tuning or mod-
ulation of effects of the psychoactive experience 
associated with THC to reduce anxiety that may 
be experienced with high THC strains.

Limonene is the characteristic lemony scent 
found in both in the rinds of citrus fruits and 

the well known strain Super Lemon Haze, and 
is the second most abundant terpene found in 
cannabis. Some of the medical benefits studied 
in the lab include anti-microbial, anti-inflam-
matory, and has shown evidence as a chemo-
preventative against some types of cancers. 
Most will experience an uplifting mood after 
consuming cannabis that expresses limonene. 

β-Caryophyllene is found in a number of herbs 
and spices including Thai basils, cloves, cinna-
mon leaves and black pepper, and in minor 
amounts in lavender. Its smell is described as 
peppery, woody and/or spicy. Benefits include 
anti-inflammation, anti-oxidant, and poten-
tially a route to cancer treatments as it’s the 
only terpene known to interact with the CB2 
receptor on immune cells. Caryophyllene is 
also produced by the Venus fly trap as one of 
it’s many scents to attract insects.

Myrcene is what is known as a monoterpene 
found in high concentrations of foods such 

as mangoes, hops, thyme, sweet basil, and also 
cannabis. It is also the most abundant terpene 
produced in the cannabis plant. Studied bene-
fits include blocking the inflammatory action of 
prostaglidin E2 which induces fever among other 
effects. Myrcene is also shown to increase anx-
iety in mice given high doses, so patients using 
cannabis should be aware of potential side effects 
if sensitive to anxiety states, although as always 
results vary person to person.

Terpenes expressed in the cannabis plant are only 
beginning to be understood in how they inter-
act with cannabinoids to modulate the intended 
therapeutic effects of cannabis. As jurisdictions 
create legal frameworks for cannabis markets and 
research programs are approved, we’ll uncover 
the complexity of how terpenes are produced 
in the plant and the ways they interact with and 
benefit the mind and body.



by Evanghelia K

Do you ever have one of those days where you 
wake up, think of all the things you have to do 
in that day but are already so physically and 
mentally drained from the past 5 months, all 
you want to do is sleep for the next 24-36 hours? 

It’s the way I’ve been feeling all week…. I mark 
one thing off my “To Do” List and 3 or 4 things 
get added, weeks turn into long days, and some-
how Summers managed to slip by while I’ve 
worked it away. 

Do I regret it? Absolutely Not! From the 
People I’ve met, to the Cannabis Festivals/
conventions/expos I’ve attended, to all the 
ideas finally coming to life has been exhil-
arating to say the  least. 

With Eva’s Delicacies Exotic Intrigue  
Pleasure Sensual Body Oil mak-
ing its way into dispensaries, a line 
of some pretty Wicked Cannabis  
Merchandise everyone can get their hands 
on soon to be reveiled on evasdelicacies.com 

as 
w e l l 

as preparing 
for LIFT Expo in  

Vancouver I see sunlight 
when I go to bed and sunlight 
when I wake up but I have to say 
when you’re passionate about something, 
it doesn’t really feel like “Work”, and when you 
get to meet so many incredible people on the daily it 
makes each day intriguing. 

My favorite part of it all however is creating. It 
seems all my brilliant ideas come to me while I’m 
medicating, but seeing them turn from a thought to 
a scribble then creating a final product is the most 
rewarding feeling I could ask for. When people fall 
in love with my creations that becomes the perfect 
energy boost I need, to keep on going.

Ideas finally  
Coming to Life

I’ll Share some teasers with you of what’s to be 
expected on evasdelicacies.com in the coming 
weeks…. Be sure to keep checking back for New 
Merchandise.

Hope all you lovelies are having a great start to Sep-
tember as the kiddies are going back to school & the 
stress of keeping them entertained during the days 
has calmed.
Get Baked with Baking 
xoxx 
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High! Canada magazine recently had the op-
portunity to review some amazing products 
from our good friends at Extreme Infusions.  
This Canadian Cannabis clinic and is based out 
of Toronto and has ties across Canada and can 
be found at some of the better dispensaries and 
compassion clubs we have had the opportunity 
to visit.

As concerned about taste as they are about 
quality the good people at Extreme Infusions 
come from an organic background and this 
is very evident from the quality of the prod-
ucts they have to offer. From rich organic 

infused honey to the most amazing infused  
olive oil we have ever cooked with to some of 
the best edible treats we’ve had the opportunity 
to sample- Extreme Infusions sets the bar on all 
of these items, very high indeed...

Rich organic infused honey to 
the most amazing infused olive 
oil we have ever cooked with...

We had the opportunity to sample some of 
their wonderful infused honey the other 
morning over breakfast and it was an amazing 

treat on top of toast! Within fifteen minutes of 
consuming my infused breakfast treat I began to 
feel the wonderful warming sensation of proper-
ly prepared infused treats coursing through my 
chest and arms and legs. 

Feeling rejuvenated from this wonderful break-
fast of infused honey I started my day with re-
newed vigour - already wondering what kind 
of infused wonderment I could create later that 
night using Extreme Infusions specialty infused 
cooking oil. Can’t wait to see what they come up 
with next. 
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He is a federally licensed designated grower who 
grows for himself and his wife and he assists oth-
er patients through the onerous exemption pro-
cess by helping match patients with designated 
growers. Sam is also known as one of the most 
accomplished and sophisticated medical mari-
juana growers in the world.    

Labeled by National Geographic’s Lisa Ling as 
the “King of Pot”, Sam’s high-security medical 
marijuana production facility has been featured 
in countless documentaries and publications, 
including the National Geographic’s most popu-
lar documentary “Marijuana Nation”, the CBC’s 
“Cannabiz”, and many others. Sam has always 
promoted safer methods of ingestion to smok-
ing.    With a sophisticated laboratory capable of 
extracting the various cannabinoids without the 
use of solvents or adulterants, Sam has developed 
a trans-dermal cream, by adding extracted THC 
and CBD to moisturizing lotions that he says is 
an effective treatment for arthritis.   

 

He also developed his flagship butter, made from 
the cannabinoids, which can be safely and ef-
fectively used in anything from baked goods to 
spaghetti sauces. 

Sam  
Mellace
A HIGH CANADA SITDOWN

High! Canada sat down with legendary cannabis pioneer Sam Mellace recently to 
co-ordinate a Unity tour across Canada to collect signatures for a Royal Commis-
sion into Crime, Political favoritism and corruption in the current Canadian canna-
bis industry. Samuel Mellace is one of Canada’s longest standing medical marijuana 
activists, and for the past decade has been actively fighting for a patient’s right to 
medicate without the addiction, organ failure and death caused by opiates. He is a 
cancer and car accident survivor who uses cannabis to ease symptoms associates 
with a liver condition that developed as a result of his    deleterious opiate-based 
pain treatment regime. 

Labeled by Lisa Ling as the
“King of Pot”

He is a federally licensed  
designated grower who 

grows for himself and his 
wife and he assists other pa-
tients through the onerous  

exemption process by  
helping match patients with  

designated growers. 
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~ 
The rest of Canada  
is watching what  
happens on this  

West Coast island
~ 

High! Canada was in Victoria, BC recently so 
we could be present for the third reading of the 
City of Victoria’s new marijuana retailing bylaws 
which come into effect later in September of this 
year. The new regulations coming into effect this 
month do NOT allow people to consume mari-
juana on site and Victoria’s mayor Lisa Helps is 
stressing that point. “to be very clear, these bylaws 
are meant to make sure that people have access 
to their medicine. They are not meant to enable 
recreational consumption” Mayor Helps has stat-
ed publicly. She also added that the City of Vic-
toria expects “that there will not be consumption 
of cannabis at any of the places that are going to 
be open as a result of this new licensing regime”

V I C T O R I A
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Mayor Helps commented after a public hearing at 
which counsellors were praised for their approach 
to marijuana retail operations, but at the same 
time were urged to allow places to exist were peo-
ple can consume cannabis and to not force retail-
ers to close by 8 PM.

We spoke to Ashley Abraham, owner of the Green 
Ceiling vapour lounge, and she said that in the 
years of working out of compassion clubs that she 
saw many reasons to allow on-site consumption 
by medicinal users. Many were unable to do so at 
home due to factors such as rental agreements or 
having younger family members around. At the 
meeting itself  - one speaker stated that as a teen 
he used to be asked on Victoria streets all the time 
to see if he wanted to buy Cannabis. With the ad-
vent of dispensaries that doesn’t happen anymore 
he said. “Dispensaries have cleaned up the dealers 
on the street, so why not let the largest clean up the 
users on the street while at the same time creating 
jobs in contributing taxes?” He also asked.

At the Council meeting, counsellors approve the 

bylaws but several sad that they did not rule 
out future amendments that could allow con-
sumption of marijuana on sites operated by 
non-profit organizations.

Local Coun. Ben Isitt mentioned that the new 
regulations respond to generally held public 
views towards marijuana use. Isitt also stated 
that he “thinks there’s particularly compelling 
argument in the nonprofit societies to allow 
people to consume the substance”  He contin-
ued by saying “I think that argument is a bit 
weaker in the for-profit establishments where 
I personally don’t see a pressing need to allow 
people to consume the product”.

Coun. Marianne Alto added that “manag-
ing on-site consumption will help us manage 
public use them also help us manage unwilling 
exposure”. Council approved the changes that 
will force all marijuana retailers to apply for 
rezoning to come into compliance by the end 
of September, Victoria’s burgeoning marijuana 
retail sector will have to take steps to meet new 

business licensing regulations. Requirements are 
as follows: 

•  no marijuana use her other business  
 including ATMs on site, 
•   no one under 19 on premises, 
•  posting of health and safety warnings, 
•  special ventilation required
•  a maximum of two exterior signs will be allowed,  
 restricted to letters and numbers with no images.
•  sites have to close between 8 PM and 7 AM, 
•  sites must have video surveillance and security plans
•  businesses must conduct criminal record checks of  
 all employees

A number of cannabis related business owners 
were in attendance at the reading in Victoria 
and overall the reaction was positive. Most can-
nabis-business owners are very eager for proper 
regulations and for licensing to begin. They’re 
tired of this grey area that they feel they’ve been 
trapped in the last while and are cautiously opti-
mistic about the future not only in Victoria but 
as Victoria’s success reflects across the rest of 
Canada.
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High! Canada sat down with Scotty and Steve 
from Skunk & Panda’s Shatter Shack and join-
ing us at our table was Green Ceiling Vapour 
Lounge owner and Cannamall partner Ashley.  
We spoke at length about Scotty’s background. 
He was born and bred in BC and has been in 
the cannabis his whole life. “It’s been growing in 
my family and we smoked outside of school. It’s 
been something that we grew up with and it’s al-
ways been a cloud in the air around us. It’s quite 
normal and Victoria to walk around the streets 
and smell the wonderful aroma of cannabis 
wafting by. The beautiful thing about cannabis 
is how diverse it is and how many people it has 
helped. My uncle’s were farmers and my mom 
was a farmer and as a kid I was always given a 
bag a leaf so... And what do I do with a bag a 
leaf well I don’t want to smoke it because I don’t 
want to choke on it. So instead I’m making oil 
out of it!” As an “old school extractor” as well as 
a consumer and a connoisseur, Scotty wants to 
know what goes into his product and feels that 
the process is everything. He can take a Nug and 
know it’s profile on paper - from terpeens to how 
much THC and CBD the bud contains . Scotty 
gets to see it all because of the rigorous testing 
Skunk & Panda goes through with each batch. 
“It’s very very important to me” he says “to know 
exactly what I am putting in my body”.

It’s been something that 
we grew up with and it’s 
always been a cloud in 
the air around us. 
Established in 2016, Skunk & Panda is Steve 
and Scotty”s first company together. One of the 
founders of Beard Bro’s Concentrates. Scotty 
wanted to try something different and went off 
on his own and that led him down this path. 
After a significant back injury and being re-
fused Workman’s  compensation for refusing 
to take the narcotics he was prescribed and for 
refusing to stop consuming the cannabis that 
was very likely allowing him to recover without 
the Rick of drug dependancy. That’s the reason 
Scotty is doing what he is doing now. He speaks 
passionately about helping those in real medi-
cal need and speaks so highly of the effects of 
cannabis oils and topical a wee his number one 
painkillers that allowed him to get out of bed 
each day and finish the physiotherapy he need-
ed after his accident.

We spoke next about the CannaMall and heard 
about a collective of cannabis businesses or-
ganized by Ashley that came together in this 

10,000 square foot space. Monthly art shows 
featuring local artists and local glass blowers on 
display only add the the wonderful nature of the 
CannaMall. Acting as two separate businesses, 
the Green Ceiling is located directly next to the 
CannaMall and offers not only a cannabis friend-
ly lounge but also offer much. In the way of com-
munity programming. Ashley goes on to explain 
about classes, comic book creation workshops, 
karaoke nights, poetry, Live music, farmer”s 
market, acoustic nights, information sessions 
and quite a few other types of events. Ashley 
explains how important it is to give back to their 
local community and that the programming is a 
great start.

Skunk  
& Panda

E X T R A C T S
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Cotton Candy by Skunk and Panda Extracts  
coming out of beautiful Victoria, British Colombia 
is an uplifting, spirit awakening high. 

A nice dab of this high-grade shatter and a cup of 
coffee in the morning is all you need for the long 
day ahead. When this superb shatter hits you - a 
sudden burst of energy goes through you. Which 
really shows the sativa nature of this strain. This 
euphoric high continues to amaze - With both the 
power to keep me alert and also to relax my body.

When this superb shatter hits  
you - a sudden burst of energy  

goes through you.

The taste of this strain holds extremely true to its 
name. Cotton candy is exactly what comes to mind 
as I inhale. A clean and truly great product.
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High! Canada had an opportunity to sit down 
recently with the developers of 21plus , a can-
nabis dispensary whose model focuses spe-
cifically with preventing diversion to anyone 
under the age of 21.  

Part of their model includes a national database 
that is housed on a secure server that can track 
cannabis from seed to sale.  What make 21plus 
unique is their ability to identify and authenti-
cate the patient/customer to prevent diversion.  
21plus  also has a message to all its customers 
“just because its legal doesn’t mean its safe”  
21plus is about educating the community on 
the risks of using cannabis.  

One risk for example is that 7% of the popu-
lation are predisposed to schizophrenia and 
using cannabis for the first time can trigger 
a psychotic break.  It’s very rare but we want 
to put everything on the table sort of speak 
so that we can dispense responsibly.  21 plus 
can replace the existing structure in place by 
Health Canada which  presently has Licensed  
Producer’s of cannabis sending a narcotic 

through the mail which posses significant risks to 
our communities, lost or stolen mail and diver-
sion to children.  21plus is the first to adopt a soft-
ware solution to an old age problem of checking 
ID’s. At 21plus a patient/customer will be identi-
fied using a unique software solution that has the 
highest form of interrogation of an ID exceeding 
government run liquor stores.  

The software takes a picture of your ID and au-
thenticates it with over 4000 ID’s in its database 
which included passports. Once the ID is con-
firmed we then take a picture of the customer 
who is holding the ID to confirm its the same 
person in the picture. We are just happy to be able 
to offer Justin Trudeau a solution to preventing 
diversion to children which has been our goal at 
21plus.  

Part of their model includes 
a national database that  

is housed on a secure server 
that can track cannabis 

 from seed to sale
We are going to offer this service starting in  
Victoria BC where it is legal to sell medical can-
nabis at a storefront level and prove our model so 
that it can be used nationally. 

“Just because its legal doesnt mean its safe”

Ojela@21plus.ca
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Please note that while we strive to  

maintain High! Canada as a  

Free Publication, overwhelming  

demand has dictated we establish a  

NEW mailout subscription service.

 

We are more than happy to continue to 

produce ‘Top Notch’ Canadian  

Cannabis culture, news, entertainment 

and information and mail it out to you  

each month if you do not mind  

paying for the shipping. 

 

We rounded it off to our favorite  

number  - $4.20 per issue to ship and 

we look forward to continuing to serve 

both Canada and the Canadian  

Cannabis community.

For more info on our mailout  

service visit us online at  

www.highcanada.net
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There is a shift being felt out from the West Coast of Canada, its a shift 
that is getting a lot of people talking. It’s the new awakening which is 
attributed to the cannabis plant, cannabis has been used for thousand 
of years medicinally but also spiritually.

Chakra Cannabis wants everyone to know that Cannabis can be used to open pathways so one can 
discover new ways of experiencing and perceiving life. Cannabis is not for everyone and for those we 
recommend meditation, through meditation you can achieve that higher self by taping into your own 
endocannabinoid “anandamide” and experience bliss. 

However for the right person and in the right circumstances cannabis can enable a person to see 
through particular mental blocks to get a glimpse and visions so they can create change and powerful 
outcomes in their everyday life.  Chakra Cannabis is for those who want to responsibly use cannabis 
and appreciate the plant for its magical and spiritual healing, “ cannabis allows one to see themselves 
from the inside with proper intent and focus” says Ojela co-founder of Chakra Cannabis.  

A small producer with a big heart



Chakra Cannabis is embedded with 
shamanic intent and focused on  
seven spiritual nodes.

Chakra Cannabis Farms is an organic producer of cannabis on the south-
ern tip of an Island on the pacific Ocean. The farm is situated on top of a 
cliff, all the water from the island runs straight down to our fields raised 
up to the water table. The water flows through mother earth with all her 
nutrients and we don’t need to water externally. 

Our Master Grower is truly a legend who treats each plant like his precious 
little children, he grows kiwi and tomatoes and other vegetation next to our 
cannabis to promote harmony as it was intended. Each of our seven strains 
produced on our Island has been specifically imbedded with intentions by 
Shaman (beautiful beings connected to light source) 
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The High Canada team was very excited to meet with Karle from Weeds 
Social Club and LutusLand Cannabis Club while we were in Victoria. 
Karlie has lived in Victoria since 2011 and has seen a lot of change in the 
community. We were lucky enough to get to talk to her and hear more 
about the cannabis industry out in Victoria. 
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I believe they are because they have told me that 
they are. People come in and tell me that they’re 
having a really anxious day because this morn-
ing the police hassled them out of the park or 
something had happened that triggered feelings 
of not being safe or secure. 
Can you tell me more about your clientele?

Without being specific of course, I work with 
all walks of life in this city. From the homeless 
to the very wealthy and everything in between. 
I see people from every class system, race, and 
gender.

Would you find the clientele to be more medici-
nal based or recreational based?

I would say that they are more medicinal based. 
A lot of customers that come in talk to me about 
anxiety and depression. Twenty percent of peo-
ple on this island struggle with some form of 
mental illness and there is not a lot being done 
to address that.

Tell me about your role at LotusLand?

My role at LotusLand is administrative. I open 
the shop and close the shop, primarily when 
people come through the shop my job is to walk 
them through what medical cannabis is right 
now and that’s always changing. A lot of my job 
involves staying up to date with all the current 
information pertaining to medical cannabis. As 
well as teaching people how medical cannabis 
can work for them. Cannabis has helped mem-
bers of my family and although I know its not 
the end cure to all it definitely is a great treat-
ment option for many different things. 

What are your thoughts on the new Health Can-
ada announcement on the new ACMPR?

I was a little underwhelmed with it. I feel feels 
as if it came out of nowhere and I’m sure for a 

lot of people it will bring some relief. It doesn’t 
really make sense considering they’re planning 
on legalization anyways.  It just seems like never 
ending waste.

As a woman who works in cannabis have you 
encountered any adversities, as well do you have 
any advice in particular to women trying to get 
involved in the cannabis industry? 

For the most part my experience has been pretty 
positive. I feel I have a lot of respect from the peo-
ple I work with and the people I help as well. Peo-
ple often ask for me by name, it’s very rewarding. 
There have been a few occasions generally with 
the baby boomer generation, where they come 
in and suggest that I don’t know as much about 
cannabis due to my age or my gender.  My advice 
for women in the industry is don’t take no for an 
answer. You must be firm with what you want.

Karlie, tell us how did you get into cannabis?

Growing up, my dad smoked cannabis but it was 
very hidden from us. I was taught done use can-
nabis; drugs are bad the whole nine yards. I got 
into cannabis when I was 18 when I went to visit 
my cousin. She was moving into a new apartment 
and we were packing her stuff up late at night and 
she lit up a joint. I had just moved out on my own 
so I thought about it and decided to smoke with 
her. I remember spending 30 minutes in front of 
the TV with my younger cousin just laughing. 
I started off smoking recreationally but then I 
moved from a small town to the big city and de-
veloped anxiety. In retrospect this is something 
I had been dealing with since I was 15 years old. 
I worked really hard to go to school and due to 
my anxiety there were days I couldn’t go to work 
or school or even leave my apartment, which was 
really upsetting. If I smoked a joint I could actual-
ly attend my classes and participate. That’s when I 
really started rethinking cannabis.

So, we have been talking about harm reduction 
in the city of Victoria, as a front line worker in 
downtown Victoria can you comment on the 
events going on here. We’ve seen Victoria make 
the headlines for the build up, repercussions and 
after math we’d love to hear more about this from 
someone working within the cannabis field?

Certainly, I do work and see a lot of the home-
less population. Of course when working with 
cannabis you are working as a customer service 
representative giving you the opportunity to 
build relationships with these people that you see 
everyday or even once a week.

Do you feel that the people coming in to seek can-
nabis from your particular shop were benefiting 
from that as a tool of harm reduction?

A lot of customers that come in talk to me about anxiety and depression.  
Twenty percent of people on this island struggle with some form of mental illness  

and there is not a lot being done to address that.
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Don, can you explain to us the current situation 
pertaining to dispensaries in Vancouver?

Essentially, many members of the community 
are getting together due to the fact Vancouver 
has issued out 28 lawsuits against different dis-
pensaries. The lawsuits entailed that the dispen-
saries are to be shut down immediately. Dean 
Davidson and Robert Laurie along with a few 
others have been collaborating together to fight 
as a united front. 

How is the community responding to these 
charges and lawsuits?

The community has expressed great disappoint-
ment with the Liberals. The expectation when 
voting in the Liberal party was to see medical 
cannabis legalization; instead we are bombard-
ed and given unreasonable lawsuits that will 
be thrown out in court. They are wasting our 
taxpayer’s dollars and not focusing on real is-
sues such as murderers who truly endanger the 
people. 

What are your thoughts on Sam Mellace’s 
press conference a few weeks ago talking about 
launching a royal commission to look into crime 
and corruption in the current Canadian canna-
bis industry? 

I completely agree with Sam on this topic. It is 
an evident fact that Justin Trudeau’s right hand 
man, Chuck Rifici, is completely affiliated with 
Tweed. That to me alone displays sneaky corrup-
tion. If they are making deals behind the publics 
back that is criminal misuse of public resources, 
using woeful blindness and woeful negligence 
which are all chargeable offences.  This is some-
thing that position has no factor in; you are never 
above the law no matter what. We want the tax 
department to come in and look at whoever is 
paying off these people. The tax department is far 
more equipped to deal with this rather than po-
lice or other officials. If you want to get organized 
crime out cannabis then send the taxman in! It’s 
as simple as that. 

The community has 
expressed great  
disappointment  
with the liberals 

Lastly, we spoke a few months ago in great 
lengths about harm reduction and briefly about 
your expansion to Weeds Glass and Gifts. From 
an outside perspective it looks like your expan-
sion is going wonderfully can you comment on 
that? 

Well we voted for legalization and now we are in 
a war.  It’s a very ugly battle we are facing right 
now. They raided Quebec City, where they taxed 
us to begin with then took all our money and 
taxed us on that as well. This is essentially a triple 
taxation while they are enforcing invalid laws. 
We are standing up and speaking out because we 
want to see action from this. We want to know 
why they are continuously trying to oppress us 
when there are more significant matters at hand. 
We work within the community and you can see 
the people who have the courage to stand up for 
this, they are truly there for democracy. 

The High Canada 
team went back  
out to beautiful  

British Columbia to 
visit some of our  

wonderful friends in 
the cannabis  

community. This  
time we travelled  

into Vancouver  
to talk to Don Briere 
aboutthe dispensary  

coalition out west. 
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My name is Lynnelle Butler and I am a proud 
pot smoking Canadian woman. I grew up in 
the prairies in Saskatoon, SK. This was a very  
conservative place to live, a lot of small 
town thinking so cannabis was definitely  
frowned upon. 

My husband and I recently relocated to  
Victoria, BC to open our business/Shaman 
headquarters. We are a gift shop as well as a 
headshop. We sell paraphernalia, giftware, loose 
tea, crystals, locally hand crafted jewellery and 
much more! 
I am very excited about my new career in the cannabis world as a business-
woman it has been something I have always been passionate for.  Like many 
others I began smoking marijuana recreationally in high school during so-
cial events that I attended. I really liked the way cannabis made people con-
nect with one another, it made the people around me laugh and enjoy each 
other’s company. I grew up always knowing what cannabis was because it 
helped my dad but I was never directly exposed to it back then. I recognized 
the smell on my dad and it was not of cigarettes. 
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He was always working very hard as a concrete 
worker and as a business owner as well. Canna-
bis helped his sore bones and arthritis as well as 
helping him to relax after a long strenuous day. 
It never altered the way he acted if anything I 
found him to be a bit more humorous than he 
already was. My dad has always been my hero 
and I knew whatever he did was always right 
so I never thought of marijuana as a bad thing. 
As I got older I started to realize the stigma 

surrounding cannabis, I knew to stay quiet on 
my use of cannabis in order to not be judged by 
people who don’t understand or appreciate the 
benefits. Throughout my life as a young woman 
I have felt the need to be cautious with whom 
I exposed my cannabis smoking lifestyle with. 
I felt cautious that employers might fire me if 
they knew, or just people in general if I got into  

trouble with the police.  
Now that I have moved to Victoria to start a new 
chapter in my life and have opened up a headshop 
(Shaman HQ) I see the appreciation for canna-
bis is apparent in BC in their liberal nature. One 
should never be ashamed to admit that this won-
drous plant enriches their life. I believe it makes 
lives better for those who use it be it medically, 
physically, emotionally, or spiritually. Some of the 
best herb is grown right here and that makes me 
extremely happy to be here. 

Throughout my life as a young woman I have felt the need to be 
cautious with whom I exposed my cannabis smoking lifestyle with.
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The Green Ceiling is a 19+ cannabis vapour lounge that aims to provide a friendly 
environment for the community to come together to socialize. We strive to provide our 
visitors with a calm space which promotes positive engagements, a space where culture 

and comfort are our highest priorities.

There is a 9×9 foot stage with a PA set up and are now inviting artists & musicians of all 
types to come and perform in our cannabis friendly venue!

The Green Ceiling has a 250sq foot boardroom available to rent for; Cannabis Meetings, 
Lectures, Seminars, Staff Parties, Private Classes, Yoga, Meditation, & Exercise



very craft cannabis. I saw the way they ensured 
everything was done correctly, no bug sprays or 
toxins very pure. From there I developed a pas-
sion for it and teamed up with my friends. We 
saw dispensaries blowing up all over the place 
but when we checked them out we discovered 
they were mostly all tiny hole in the wall loca-
tions.  Majority of people who come in here tell 
us they feel much safer in our location than these 
tiny hole in the wall places where they feel as 
though they may be robbed. 

I’m pleased to  
see that they are  

regulating dispensaries. 

We attended the city of Victoria’s third reading 
of the 200 meter by law amendment and the city 
seemed to be dived between regulating dispen-
saries and there also seemed to be some concern 
on crime. What is your opinion on the meeting 
and will it have any repercussions to your busi-
ness?

I’m pleased to see that they are regulating dispen-
saries. I think it’s important that they do that be-
cause they are just popping up left right and cen-
ter. A lot of these places aren’t putting the proper 
time and care into their shops and products. In 
our dispensary we have a product book on our 
counter and everything is tested and showed to 
you so you know exactly what you are medicat-
ing with. 

Do you find as a successful dispensary in Victoria 
you are fighting any kind of stigma from some of 
these places that are opening up just as money 
grabs? 

We definitely strive to separate ourselves and be 
the top dispensary in Victoria. By doing what we 
are doing here we are well ahead of most of the 
crowd in the way we operate and do business. We 
think it’s important to be part of the community. 
Actually just recently we challenged all the dis-
pensaries to a food drive to help fill the mustard 
seed food bank. Only six dispensaries accepted 
the challenge but out of the seven of us we raised 
over 1000 pounds of food for the food drive. 

What is Victoria like over all in terms of the can-
nabis community?

The cannabis community in Victoria is huge. I’ve 
been here my whole life and cannabis is every-
where. When we found our location we went with 
the Vancouver regulations because they are much 
more strict. We took the extra time to set up the 
proper cameras and maintain 300 meters away 
from other dispensaries. We have highly trained 
and experienced staff that all are medical canna-
bis users as well. 

What is your impression on what the Health 
Canada ACMPR act means for growing in Vic-
toria?

I think it’s great allowing people to grow their 
own medicine. It’s exceptionally helpful to those 
who can’t afford to go out and buy cannabis day 
after day. For them to be able to grow indoor or 
outdoor for themselves it will really help certain 
patients

The High Canada team sat down this month with 
Mark the owner of Green Heart Health and Well-
ness Corporate. They are a fairly new dispensary 
open now for six months located in Victoria. 

In a city full of dispensaries we have heard noth-
ing but good things about the Green Heart, can 
you tell us about your services and why you’re so 
well received in this city?

We find it very important to take the time to 
actually talk to our members and listen to their 
needs. We talk with our members about what 
they’re looking for in their medial cannabis and 
side effects they don’t want to receive. From some 
valuable one on one time we figure out together 
what strains will most benefit them and work best 
for them. 

You opened up in April and you have an amazing 
selection, I would say one of the biggest in all the 
35 dispensaries we’ve been to in Victoria of can-
nabis and edibles. What lead you to the cannabis 
industry to open one of the leading dispensaries 
in Canada?

I got involved with medical grow-ops working 
through the wintertime. Many of my close friends 
had their licences to grow and their cannabis was 
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www.cannacom.ca/royal-commission
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/696/826/932/petition-calling-for-a-royal-commission-on-cannabis-in-canada/



 Aries March 21 to April 20 - This is a good month to make future plans to check out your approach  
 on further studies and schooling. Whatever you do - you will have a pleasant and wondrous outcome. 

 
 Taurus April 21 to May 21 - Relations with coworkers are positive and very supportive this   
 month. If someone with more experience has advice for you listen to it because it will likely 
 help you out.

 Gemini May 22 to June 21 - A romance may blossom with someone you know this month.   
 Those of you involved in the arts will find that you have the discipline to practice and hone   
 both your skills and mediums. 

 
 Cancer June 22 to July 23 - Any effort you make to introduce improvements to decorate   
 your home this month will go well. Not only will things be more attractive they will also   
 function better when you do get around to it.  

 Leo July 24 to August 23 - You can make some money this month with your communication  
 skills. This could be through writing acting talking sales teaching or marketing. It's very easy  
 to be diplomatic and practical in the coming month.

 Virgo August 24 to September 23 -  This is an excellent month for business and commerce   
 Virgo. Look for ways to solidify your finances so there are more secure in the future.

 Libra September 24 to October 23 - This month your steady approach to things allows you  
 to act as a role model for others. You find a happy marriage between and practical function   
 and relationships  

 Scorpio October 24 to November 22 - A secret relationship, possibly romantic with   
 someone you know or more established this month. Something amazing might take place this  
 month so whatever you do please be low-key about it.

 Sagittarius November 23 to December 21 - Check in with someone more experienced this  
 month to get this person's guidance in all your affairs. His or her suggestions can help you   
 set future goals.

 Capricorn December 21 to January 20 - Romance with someone older or more experience  
 with again this month. Others will approach you to give you their thoughts and advice on this  
 relationship of yours. You can listen to them or you can ignore them but ultimately the choice  
 is yours.

 Aquarius January 21 to February 19 - Travel plans with some older friends look promising  
 this month. This is also a good month to seek advice from all of the teachers or Guru-like   
 figures in your life. Time to go consult the master.

 Pisces February 20 to March 20 - This is a good month to settle all your debts and   
 discussions about inheritance and shared property and other things that you may worry   
 about financially. People are willing to work with youand they want to reach an agreement so  
 let's get out there and work it out.
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